Come Surfing with Us

With experienced staff, a solid development and project management framework and a cost-recovery (not profit) mandate, how can you not afford to try CCS Web Solutions?

Contact us at: ccswebsolutions@uoguelph.ca.

or visit: www.uoguelph.ca/ccs/websolutions

You will wonder why you have not tried our services sooner!
Do not Weave a Tangled Web

No company, agency or contractor knows the University of Guelph’s systems capabilities and web standards better than CCS (Computing and Communications Services) – the University’s central IT department. Initiated in 2008, CCS Web Solutions has already achieved great success in aligning websites with the University’s standards, adding increased functionality, redesigning outdated applications and creating new applications. We know the University systems inside and out along with U of G branding, accessibility and industry standards. We are plugged in so you do not have to be.

Leading-edge Technology

The CCS Web Solutions team uses proven and reliable technologies to meet your web requirements. Whether it is Drupal Content Management System (CMS), Coldfusion or PHP, our experienced staff will guide you on the most appropriate and cost-effective technology solutions for your web project. We follow a standardized web project management framework that allows projects to be completed in an efficient, communicative and effective manner. You don’t need to be a paying client to utilize our guidance, best practices, code samples or various frameworks. However, should you choose to utilize our development services, we work on a cost-recovery basis and are not fueled by profit. Our only concern is for you, our client.

Web Hosting and Fast, Friendly Service

Web hosting to members of the University community is just one of the many benefits of choosing CCS Web Solutions for all of your online needs. Our team can deploy web solutions quickly and efficiently, and our service team and technicians are on campus and accessible.

No Job’s Too Big – No Job’s Too Small

CCS Web Solutions utilizes Drupal technology which provides a platform for the development of web applications and moves beyond simple content management, providing integrated access to blogs, forums, e-commerce, directory integration, single sign-on, role management, authorization/workflow, email notification, RSS syndication, calendar integration, events, news, statistics and more. Best of all, we can create your web solution in such a way that it can be updated, changed or corrected through an easy-to-use interface. Why pay for unnecessary service calls?

If You Succeed – We Succeed

Understanding the IT infrastructure and internal standards is just one part of the equation. We are improving the quality of software and software development practices on campus. Our web team works with you and your team to ensure that you are happy with the product every step of the way. We make sure you always have up-to-date progress reports readily available, so you always know how the project is progressing. Our relationships and partnerships with other Campus resources give us a competitive advantage not available to outside resources. The payoff: far more product, much less time.